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Abstract.'The necessity to accurately ptace the necessary quantity o f nutrients relative io the root system o f plants requires an intra-soil layer 
wise application o f site-specific fertilizer doses to different depths. To ensure the full nutrition o f plants throughout the growing season, a 
new technology for intrasoil site-specific three-layer application o f mineral fertilizers and a cultivator-fertilizer for its implementation are 
proposed. The traction force o f its working body is determined.
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It is known that soil destruction under the influence of a 
wedge can occur both by detachment and by shearing (shear), 
depending on the ratio of the ultimate normal and tangential 
stresses of the soil, which in turn depend on its moisture and the 
state of turf grass in top soil layer [1-4], The strength properties 
of the soil can be described with sufTicient accuracy by the theory 
of Sh. Kulon and O. Mohr. In this case, for a specific case, the 
angle of the shift is specified, based on the Zvorykin-Mohr 
formula.

The soil's resistance to deformers as a whole completely 
describes the rational formula of V. Goryachkin, consisting of 3 
members;

P = fG  + Kae + !^aeV  ,  ( d

where: f, k, 4 -  are the coefficients, G -  is the weight of the plow; 
a, b- depth and width of treatment; V -  is the forward velocity.

Later A.P. Osadchiy increased the number of components 
of the total resistance to 4, NA. Pechertsev, V.l. Vinogradov, 
G.A. Degraf - up to five, and RA. Martirosov - up to six, which 
took into account the resistance of the formation to lifting, 
cutting, compression, installation angle, the type of soil 
destruction, etc. However, G.N. Sineokov and l.M. Panov noted 
that theoretical formulas for determining the components of 
traction resistance, taking into account the deformations of the 
soil, were not found. Therefore, they believe that in each specific 
case the tractionresistance should be determined empirically [I].

The covering working body of the cultivator-fertilizer 
being developed is a double-winged share, such as a plain plow 
[5]. figure 1. One wing AB is shown in Figure 2a.

Figure 1 - Technological layout of the working arrangements of a three-layer 
cultivator-fertilizer

The working part moving in the soil at a speed V and acting on it with the force Q. It is the result of the action of the blade by a 
normal reaction and frictional forces. This, the active force is counteracted by the following resisting forces:

Ri -  the head support of the soil layer displaces the working body in it;
(?2 - the inertial forces of the soil, which it receives from the influence of the working body;
R} -  oblique support of the formation on the face AAI BBl;
R4 -  support of the bottom of the furrow;
Fj -  frictional forces on the face A A fiB y
F4 -  forces of friction of the bottom of the furrow on the lower edge of the working body.

a) 6)

Figure 2 - On the interaction of the covering working body with the soil
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In figure 2, the MN line shows the direction of the largest 
slope and in the absence of frictional forces, the soil particles would 
move along it. In this case, the resisting forces Rj and Rj deviate 
from the normals n to the line MN by an angle (p in the direction 
opposite to the possible displacement of soil particles. And the 
inertial force R, also deviates to this side, not only from the normal 
n, but from the free fall line

The inertial forces R; appear at the initial moment of 
interaction of the working body with the soil, since at that time the 
inertia of the rest of the soil is disturbed, its particles acquire certain 
accelerations and some absolute velocity that do not coincide with 
the slope line MN. Obviously, the inertial force R; will be directed 
along the line of absolute velocity of particles, but only in the 
opposite direction.

A priori, it can be suggested that the soil particles will lag 
behind the surface of the working body with the same speed with 
which the working body will be introduced into the soil. Ideally, 
they are certainly not equal, because due to the crushing of soil 
particles and gas voids, the speed of the working element should be 
slightly higher than the speed of the soil. However, this difference, 
compared to their absolute values.is so small that they can be 
neglected.

In Fig. 2b, in the absence of frictional forces, the relative 
velocity will travel along the line f„,|. Due to frictional forces, the 
particle M will not move to point N after time t, but will move to 
point /V/, The relative velocity of the particle is equal to

V"ot2 = ^  = T. (2)cosip

According to the triangle rules of the speed, the relative 
speed is closed by absolute speed. In this case, from the sine 
theorem, we have:

Tqt2

1/ = p (3̂

Detine the angle A-fo-

< Mf) = n — (< Ni+< M)

As V„2 = F, </V| = <M(j. Consequently:

< Mq = 7T -  (< Mq + < a):

< 2Mq = n — a:

< M„ = ' (4)
Taking into account (2) and (4) from (3) we obtain:

, ,  .. Sin a _  sin  a 
s in ——  c o s -

(5)

The transformation (5) gives:

T tg- (6)

sinM sin Mq '

It follows from the last expression that the absolute velocity 
of the soil C, is directed at an angle (n-a)l2 to the direction of the 
velocity of the working element and to the side opposite to the 
motion of the particles. Consequently, inertial forces are also 
directed along the line l'„ in the opposite direction.

To determine the resistance of the soil environment to the 
working element of the cultivator-fertilizer we will compose the 
equations of equilibrium of all forces on the horizontal and vertical 
directions:

r/r 1 TT -  a <n i 1
Qcos [2 ~ + </2)J = RiCOS—^ R-iCOS -  (a -I- <p)j -I- R^sinqp 4- R^—— ;

rrr 1 n — a tn i
Qsin [2 ~ (a + (P)\ = R2Sin—----- h R^sin {a + <p)J + Rt^coscp.

, a 1
Qsin{a + (p) = R2Sin -  + R-isinia + q>) + R.sirup -F f t , ----- = 0;

 ̂ siny

Qcosia + ip) = R2C0S -  + ftsCosCa -F cp) -F R^cos<p.

2

(7)

The inertial forces in (7) can be expressed in terms of the 
acceleration and mass of soil particles:

R2 = a - m, (8)

p -  bulk density of soil;
L/ -  the path length of the particle along the working 

member (MN I).
Substituting (9) and (10) into (8) we obtain:

where: a -  acceleration of soil particles; 
m -  mass of deformable soil.
If we take the initial velocity of the particles equal to l '„ = 0. 

the finite velocity l '„ and the transit time of the particles the width 
of the working member {Lp. V). then the required particle 
acceleration will be:

^ _ AK _ (K, -  |/o)T 
“ At Li ‘

We transform the last expression with allowance for (6):

(9)

During the considered time, a soil layer with a mass will 
pass through the working body:

m = L ■ H ■ Lip
1 + t g ‘̂ a ( 10)

where: L -  halfwidth of the sweep of the working body; 
H -  tillage depth;

R2 = L - H - p - V ^ t g - 1
1+tg (II)

On the basis of the linear theory, the head support can be 
estimated by the transverse area of the undeformed formation in 
front of the working body:

ft, = B ■ W ■ cjcw = ^siny ■ H ■ cr„, (12)

where: B -  halfwidth of the working body;
ffoK “ ultimate soil crumpling resistance.
It can be determined from figure la:

(13 )
c o s q )

txA. — ------ - a,
’  co scp

(14)

where: — pLj -  width of the lower cut of the working member;
p ^  0,1 0,2 -  coefficient that takes into account a

part of the working width of the sweep.
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fll
cos y ■ /?3 cos “  (® + <P)] + /?4 sin (̂  = <2 cos [— — (a  + < p ) j  — R2 cos - 

R3 sin 1̂ - -  (a  + <p) j + R4 cos (̂1 = (J sin -  (a + <p)] -  R2 sin - 2 ■

sin(a + (p) -  R2 s in -  = R^ sin(a + <p) + R^ sin (p + (15)

Q cos(a + (p) — R2 cos— = /?3 cos(a + <p) + R^ cos ip.

Substituting (12), (13), and (14) into (15), we obtain:

a rL, ■ H , pL, H ,
Q sin(a + cp) -  R2 s in -  = -------sin(a + m) H-----------sin<p + L ■ H igyl  ■ ffc

2 Icosc^ cos(p J

a \Lt ■ H ' H 1
0 cos(a + (p) -  R2 cos -  = -------cos(a + cp) H-----------cos^ • cr„t.

2 Lcoso) coscp J

From the last system of equations, we determine the normal stresses of the soil crushing:

<3 sin(« + (p) — /?2 s in |

■ [sin(a + <p) + psin(p] + L ■ H tgy

<3 cos(a + (p) — R2 COS:
OK -  L i -H 

COS(p
[cos(a + <p) + p]

(16)

Equate the right-hand sides of the equalities obtained:

Q sin(a + (p) -  R2 s in -  Q cos(a + (p) -  R2 cos-
sin(a-F <p)-F sin(p-F LWtgy cos(a-F <p)-F p ’

We transform the last equation:

a a
Q s\n{a + cp) ■ cos(a -F <p) -F pQsin{a + (p) — R2 sin —cos(a -F ip) -  R2P sin — =

a a
= Q cos (a -F<p)sin(a-F<p-F(3cos(a-F(p)sin<p-F Qcos(a + cp) ■ LH tgy — R2 cos — sin(a + (p) — R2 cos — 

a
• sin <p — /?2 cos — LH tg y :

Q[p sin(a -F ^ )  — cos(a -F <p)] — Q cos(a -F (p) LH tgy =
/?2 |sin|(cos(Q: -F <p) -F p) — cosjCsinCct -F <p) -F sin <p)j -  R2LH tgy cos |.(l7 )

We accept the notation:

p sin(a -F <p) -  cos(a + <p) = A^:

cos(a -F <p) = A2, (18)
a a

sin — [cos(a + cp) -F p] — cos — [sin(o: -F <p) -F sin <p] = Sj.
“ r>COS -  = Bt.2 ^

Parameters included in 4 j ,212 and 81,82  for a specific working body are constant. Therefore, for a given tool, they can be considered 
as constant quantities. In this case, the presentation of the final formula, their calculation and analysis are simplified.

Substituting the notation in ( 17), we obtain:

(34i -  QA2 LH tgy = R2H1 -  R2B2LH tg y ;

<3(4i - 4 2  LHtgy) = 82(81 -  B2LH tgr):

( £ i - W 2 )
^ (A,-A2LHlgr)

Taking into account (11) and referring to the second half of the body paw, from (19) we have:

(Si-SztHtgy)Q = 2LHpV^tgz 1
2jl+tg2a (At-AiLHtgy)' (20)
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Analysis of Eq. (20) shows the direct dependence of the tractive effort on the width of the tillage of the tillage and the depth of 
treatment and the quadratic dependence on the speed of the cultivator-fertilizer. Fig. 3, 4.

ys354,6x+ 1,311

0,14 0,16 0,18 0,2 0,22 0,24 0,26

r/JY6nHa o6pa6oTKw, m

Figure 3 - Traction force versus treatment depth
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Figure 4 - Traction force versus speed

Increasing the depth oi processing from 15 cm to 25 cm and the rake angle of the ploughshare from 15 to 25 degrees increases 
tractive effort by 40-50%. and increasing the sweep angle in the range from 55 to 65 degrees has a negligible effect on tractive effort, Fig. 5.

y.lS.M.""'

Figure 5 - Dependence of tractive effort on the rake angle ploughshare
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For an approximate calculation of the tractive effort ofone working body, we take the initial data: 
2L = 0,5 M - length of share of paws;
H = 0,2 M - processing depth; 
p = IO^kt/ m  ̂ - soildensity; 
a  =  20° - rake angle; 
y = 60° - sweep angle;
p = 0,1 - the ratio of the lower and upper cuts edge of the share;
<p = 30° - angle of friction.

Q = 2- 0,25 • 0,2 • 1Q3 ■ 2,2-0,17
1 (-1 ,117) -  0,984 ■ 0,25 ■ 0,2 ■ 1,732

1 + 0,132 ( -
70,53Krc

At = 0,1 ■ 0.76 -  0,64 =  -0,566;
A2 = 0,642;
Bt = 0,17[0,64 + 0,1] -  0,98[0,76 + 0,5] = 0,125 -  1,234 

= -1 ,117  •
B2 = 0,984.

The calculation shows the expected result. A further 
research program will include laboratory-field experimental testing.
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